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ABSTRACT 
This article describes an algorithm that solves the problem of finding the K most 
probable configurations of a Bayesian etwork, given certain evidence, for any K, and 
for any type of network, including multiply connected networks. This algorithm is based 
on the compilation of the initial network into a junction tree. After a description of the 
preliminary steps needed to get a junction tree, namely, the moralization, the triangula- 
tion, and the ordering of cliques, we explain how the incorporation of evidence is 
processed. The principle of the algorithm is to visit in a bottom-up way each clique of 
the junction tree, and to store, at each level, th'e K most probable configurations of the 
deeper levels. The complexity of the algorithm is computed and shown to be mainly 
dependent of the maximum clique size, as it is for Bayesian updating algorithms using 
the junction tree internal representation. The classic example ASIA is used to illustrate 
the detailed execution of the algorithm with K = 3. Finally, our method is compared 
with related work. 
KEYWORDS:  Bayesian network, uncertain reasoning, probabilistic infer- 
ence, junction tree, multiple diagnosis 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Finding the K best configurations of a Bayesian network, given certain 
evidence Se, is an optimization problem also called "belief revision" in [1], 
"maximization of a probabilistic expert system" in [2], the "Most Probable 
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Explanations problem" or MPE in [3-5], and "Maximum A Posteriori 
assignments of values" or MAP in [6]. This optimization problem, known 
to be generally NP-hard, consists in finding the K most probable joint 
configurations of the nodes of a network which correspond to the K 
largest joint probabilities. 
Many methods have been proposed for tackling this problem, but very 
few entirely solve it; most of them either estrict he type of the network to 
be dealt with, or shift the complexity to the spatial domain. 
In the latter approach [6], the belief network is converted into a 
Weighted Boolean Function Directed Acyclic Graph (WBFDAG) and then 
a best-first search strategy is performed. By letting the best-first search 
continue after finding the MAP, the K best configurations are enumerated 
in decreasing order of probability. Though the size of the WBFDAG is 
exponential in the in-degree of the nodes of the belief network, this 
method maintains a linear run time in the size of the original network. But 
the best-first search scheme turned out to be less efficient han the best 
algorithms for Bayesian network evaluation [7]. Santos in [8] proposed a
new technique outperforming the best-first search method. He translates 
the problem into a 0-1 problem, and uses simplex combined with branch 
and bound techniques. Unfortunately, this approach is limited to small 
belief networks whose structure is close to AND-OR dags. 
On the other side, singly connected networks, i.e. networks where any 
pair of nodes is connected by at most one path, have received much 
attention [1, 3]: an efficient algorithm for finding the most probable con- 
figuration has been developed by Pearl in [9]. It could be extended to get 
the second most probable configuration. Unfortunately, Neapolitan in [10] 
pointed out that this method was unable to produce further derivation of 
the next most probable configurations. On the basis of Pearl's approach, Sy 
in [3] has proposed a Recurrence Local Computation Method (RLCM) for 
deriving the K most probable explanations. Although this algorithm pre- 
sents some advantages, it fails to produce a correct answer in a multiply 
connected network, because conflicting messages can be received uring 
the propagation. 
More recently, there has been some research on finding the K best 
configurations of arbitrary belief networks. Li and D'Ambrosio [4] devel- 
oped an algorithm that applies directly to any multiply connected network. 
It is based on the combination of partially instantiated istributions 
according to an optimal factoring. Though the K - 1 following configura- 
tions are obtained with a linear time cost in the number of nodes of the 
network, finding the best configuration has a polynomial complexity. 
A different approach is to reformulate a multiply connected network 
into a singly connected version and then apply the methods developed for 
singly connected networks. Sy in [11] has suggested a technique combining 
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clustering and cutset conditioning to break up knots, but since all the 
possible values of any absorbed node must be carried along the message 
propagation, the message passing algorithm has exponential complexity in 
the maximum number of node states of the compound variables. 
Another solution could be to convert multiply connected networks into a 
structure which has been called a junction tree by Jensen et al. in [12]. On 
this basis, Chang and Sy [5] have revised the original RLCM to compose 
messages for passing among cliques. In the same spirit, but in a different 
way, we propose an algorithm that solves the belief revision problem quite 
generally, since it accepts any Bayesian network as the initial knowledge 
representation formalism, including multiply connected networks. Like 
Chang and Sy's algorithm, our algorithm relies on the transformation of 
the initial graph into a junction tree. However, it is based on the propaga- 
tion from the leaves to the root of neither a value as in [9], nor a vector as 
in [3, 5], but a matrix storing, for each value of the current node, all the 
best partial instantiations of the subtree of which it is the root. Besides, it 
operates in one shot, as opposed to the previous methods, which begin by 
finding the best configuration, and then find the next K - 1. 
Our algorithm identifies the K best configurations, conditional on given 
evidence Se, as well as their probabilities: these K best configurations are 
usually interpreted as the K most probable interpretations or "explana- 
tions" [3] of the evidence at hand. 
An overview of Bayesian network formalism, as well as notation, is 
introduced in Section 2. The transformation of a Bayesian etwork into a 
junction tree is presented in Section 3. Then Section 4 describes the 
algorithm, which is illustrated by an example detailed in Section 5. Finally, 
the results are discussed in Section 6. 
2. BAYESIAN NETWORKS: OVERVIEW AND NOTATION 
2.1. General Issues 
Bayesian etworks combine a graphical representation f a domain and 
a probabilistic model associated to the graph. The structure of the proba- 
bilistic model, as well as the set of conditional independence assumptions, 
can easily be visualized from the topological structure of the graph. The 
main interest of these formalisms is that they combine, at least to some 
extent, the advantages of knowledge based systems (explicit encoding of 
domain knowledge) and those of probabilistic models (consistency of the 
representation of uncertainty and of the inference algorithms, possibility 
to learn and test models from both expert knowledge and data). That is 
why Bayesian networks are now increasingly used for diagnostic applica- 
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tions involving uncertain relationships. More detailed discussions of the 
domain can be found in [1, 10], and introductory papers are [13-15]. 
The probabilistic inference problem that Bayesian networks allow us to 
solve can be stated as follows: a domain universe is represented by a set of 
random variables, and a subset of these variables, called observations or 
evidence, is observed; what is the probability of any subset of the unob- 
served variables, conditional on the observations? Since there usually exist 
many such subsets (for example, 2 m subsets for m unobserved binary 
variables), it is not reasonable to compute the probability of every subset, 
and thus most of the published algorithms compute the conditional proba- 
bilities of individual random variables, i.e., size-one subsets. This problem 
has been called "belief updating" in [1]. Algorithms that solve the belief 
updating problem are divided into two classes: the exact methods 
[1, 7, 12, 16] which perform probabilistic omputations, and the stochastic 
methods [17-19] which generate random samples drawn from the condi- 
tional probability distribution. Reviews of these algorithms can be found in 
[10] and [20]. 
However, in some applications, one may be interested in finding the K 
most probable global configurations of the unobserved variables. These 
applications include image analysis, multiple diagnosis, automatic text 
understanding, and scenario recognition, which is the application originat- 
ing this work. 
2.2. Definitions and Notation 
A graph is composed of a finite set V of n nodes {i} i= 1 . . . . .  n ,  and a set E 
of edges between pairs of nodes. The edges can be directed (i ---> j) or 
undirected (i = j). If i ---> j, then j is a child of i, and Child(i) is the set of 
such children; i is a parent of j, and Pa(j) is the set of such parents. In the 
special case of a tree, we define the supertree of i, denoted Super(i), as the 
set of nodes which are above i, i.e., the subtree, excluding i, of which i is a 
leaf. These notions are illustrated in Figure 1. 
Given two nodes i and j of V, a path of length L from i to j is a 
sequence of nodes (i0, i l , . . . ,  iL) with i 0 = i and i L = j such that either 
ik- 1 " - ' )  ik or  i k_ 1 "~ ik" A cycle is a path (i 0, i 1 . . . . .  i t )  where i 0 = i r. 
A subset A of V is complete if there are edges between all pairs of 
nodes in A. A subset which is maximal with this property is called a clique. 
A numbering of nodes in an undirected graph is called perfect if Vi, 
{jl j  ~ i} N {1,..., i - 1} is complete. 
Assuming that each node in the graph corresponds to a discrete random 
variable, we denote by X i (respectively X A) the random variable associated 
with the node i (respectively the subset of nodes A). As usually done, we 
use capital letters Xi, Xj for variable names, lowercase letters xi, xj for 
the specific values taken by the corresponding variables, and the short 
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Figure 1. For each node i of the graph, Super(i) is a tree, but Pa(i) and Child(i) 
are sets of same level nodes. For instance Super(2) is the tree represented in bold, 
Pa(2) = {1}, and Child(Z) = {4, 5}. 
notation P(x) = P(X1, X 2 . . . . .  x n) for the probability P(X  = x )= 
P( (X  1, X 2 . . . .  , X , )= (x 1, x2, . . . ,  x,)). When the value of a variable is 
known or observed, the variable is referred to as an evidence variable or 
observation. Otherwise, it is referred to as a nonobserved variable. 
The graphical representation f a Bayesian network is a directed acyclic 
graph, abbreviated DAG, i.e. a graph with no cycle, and whose edges are 
directed to express the causal links between the concerned pairs of nodes. 
Each node is associated to a probability function, and with the usual 
convention that P(XilQ) = P (X  i) when Pa(i) = Q, i.e., when i is a root, 
the joint distribution P(X  v) is 
P( X v) = P (X , ,  X 2 . . . . .  X,,) = l'-I P(  XilSpa(i)). 
i~V 
Considering the DAG illustrated by the Figure 2, the joint probability 
distribution is 
P( X1, X 2, X3, X4, X 5, X6, X7, /8  ) 
= P(Xa)P(Xz)P (X3 IX1)P(X4 IXz)P (Xs IXz )P (X6[X3 , /4  ) 
P(  XTIX6) P(  Xs IX  5, X6). 
Figure 2. An example of a DAG. 
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Given certain evidence Se, the problem of finding the K best configura- 
tions of a Bayesian network is then to find the K best instantiations 
{Xk-*}k= 1..... r of the unobserved variables that lead to the K largest joint 
probability distributions {P~'}k= 1 ..... r. With Max k denoting the kth largest 
value of the joint probability distribution, we have 
p~ = p(xk -* )  = Max  k P (x  a . . . . .  x.lSe) 
(x~ ... . .  x.) 
Vk= 1 . . . . .  K. 
The general idea of our algorithm is based on a backward propagation, 
at each stage i of the process, of the K best values of the subtree rooted 
by Xi ,  for each value of X i, to ensure a global optimization of the overall 
instantiation of the unobserved variables. 
3. PRELIMINARY STAGES 
Some preliminary operations are necessary before the proposed algo- 
rithm applies: first, the transformation of the initial Bayesian etwork into 
a junction tree, a process termed compilation, which is described in the 
first subsection; then, the incorporation of the evidence corresponding to 
the new problem to solve, a process usually called conditioning and 
presented in the second subsection. Note that the methods described in 
this section are not original ones: they are presented for completeness. 
3.1. Compilation 
Our algorithm is based on the transformation of the initial DAG into a 
structure which has been called a junction tree in [12]. This process 
involves three steps and operates on any multiply connected Bayesian 
network, transforming it into a tree. A graphical transformation of the 
network is associated to each of these steps: the moralization, the triangu- 
lation, and the building of the junction tree. The corresponding probabilis- 
tic reparametrization moves from conditional probability tables to clique 
potentials. 
3.1.1. MORALIZATION: FROM THE INITIAL DAG TO THE MORAL 
GRAPH G. This step consists in placing a link between coparents that are 
not currently connected, and dropping directions on the links (Figure 3). 
The resulting "moral" graph (it marries unmarried parents) is then an 
undirected graph noted G. From a probabilistic point of view, the undi- 
rected graph corresponds to a product of functions of variable subsets 
called the potential functions. This representation (the moral graph and 
corresponding potential functions) is a special case of Markov networks, 
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(b) 
Figure 3. Moralization of the previous DAG by marrying unmarried parents (a) 
and dropping directions (b). 
and therefore, if the initial representation is a Markov network, the 
algorithm described in this paper applies from this step. 
3.1.2. TRIANGULATION: FROM THE MORAL GRAPH G TO A TRIANGU- 
LATED GRAPH T. A graph is triangulated if and only if it admits a perfect 
numbering (see [21, 22] for proofs). More practically, a triangulated graph 
T is an undirected graph where all cycles of length L > 4 possess a chord. 
When the moral graph (or the initial Markov network) is not triangulated, 
it is possible to transform it using a triangulation algorithm (these algo- 
rithms have been compared in [23]). Graphically, these algorithms consist 
in adding links in order to short-cut cycles (Figure 4). 
Q 
Figure 4. Triangulation of the previous moralized graph G: the cycle (2, 4, 6, 5) of 
length L = 4 has been cut into two cycles, (2, 4, 5) and (4, 5, 6), each one of length 
L=3.  
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3.1.3. JUNCTION TREE BUILDING: FROM A TRIANGULATED GRAPH T 
TO A JUNCTION TREE ~-. Tarjan and Yannakakis in [24] have developed 
an efficient algorithm called Maximum Cardinality Search (MCS) which 
simultaneously checks whether a graph G is triangulated and, if it is, 
constructs the corresponding junction tree ~-. It consists in giving the 
number 1 to an arbitrary node and then numbering the nodes consecu- 
tively by choosing, for the next to number, a node with a maximum number 
of previously numbered neighbors. Ties are broken arbitrarily. If the graph 
is triangulated, the nodes labeled during this procedure form a perfect 
numbering (Figure 5), i.e., for any node, the neighbors with lower number 
are all connected. This process identifies the p cliques {Cli}i= 1..... p of G, 
ordered according to the highest labeled node within each clique, in a tree 
called the tree of cliques or the junction tree. 
Figure 6 shows each clique as a node of the junction tree; the number in 
the top right hand part of each clique is its highest constituent label, and 
the corresponding ordering CI 1 to CI 6 is shown. 
From the characteristics of perfect numbering, the clique ordering has 
the running intersection property: 
V j>2,  3 i< j  s.t. CI i___Cljn(CI1UCI 2U. . .UCI j_1) .  
In the rest of the article, we will use the following notation to represent 
the cliques: 
V i=I  . . . . .  p ,  S i = CI i  f~ (E l  1 y ... U C l i _1 ) ,  
R i = CI i \ Si.  
3.2. Conditioning 
The building of the junction tree ends with a probabilistic parametriza- 
tion based on clique potentials. Each clique CI i = (Ri, S i) is thus described 
by a potential, denoted h(Ri, Si). The incorporation of evidence is carried 
out by the conditioning of probabilities on a particular combination of 
states, which corresponds to the observed values of some variables (evi- 
dence variables). We use the algorithm developed by Jensen et al. in [12] in 
solving the belief updating problem. Based on the junction tree formalism, 
this algorithm involves two steps: (i) incorporation of evidence, in which 
multiple observations are taken into account in the same step, and (ii) 
propagation of evidence, which in turn is divided into (ii a) a bottom-up 
propagation and (ii b) a top-down propagation. To initialize our algorithm, 
only steps (i) and (ii a) are required: 
(i) Incorporation of  evidence. Suppose that we observe the evidence 
Se:(Xl,.  Xn ) = (x~,bs,.. obs . . . . .  Xne ). All the clique potentials in- 
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C 
Figure 6. Junction tree z of the cliques, ordered according to the perfect number- 
ing. 
(ii a) 
consistent with the evidence are reduced to zero. We thus define 
new potentials h* to exclude the entries of clique probability 
tables which do not have the same instantiation as the evidence. 
For all i in 1 , . . . ,p ,  
h* (R  i , S i) = 
h(Ri ,  Si) if VX 1 • (Ri ,  Si) , X] = xj °bs, 
0 otherwise." 
Bottom-up propagation. Starting from the modified potentials 
h ~- h*, Jensen et al.'s algorithm allows one to calculate the set 
chain representation [7]: set chain representations are similar to 
conditional probability tables, except that they involve sets of 
nodes rather than single nodes. Within each clique Cli = (Ri, Si), 
we sum over the possible values r i of the variables of R i to obtain 
a new potential function ¢ over Si, defined for each possible 
value s i of S i. The ratio of h(ri, Si) to ~)(S i) is assigned to h(ri, Si ). 
In order to keep the global probability consistent, he potential 
value of the parent clique Pa(Cli) of Cli, briefly denoted Cli+, is 
updated accordingly and multiplied by ~b. This is done only for 
the instantiation (ri+,si÷) of (Ri+ , Si+) conditioned on the in- 
stantiation s i of S i, which is denoted (ri+, si+lsi). This bottom-up 
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propagation ends with the normalization of the root of the 
junction tree, leading to new potentials which are conditional 
probabilities satisfying h(Ri,  S i) = P (R i lS ,  Se). These are the 
exact clique probabilities. 
ALGORITHM BOTrOM-UP-PROPAGATION: Algorithm for deriving exact 
clique probabilities from initial clique potentials that incorporate evidence. 
Input: tree of cliques, and initial clique potentials h. 
Other variables: temporary potentials 4). 
Output: exact clique probabilities h. 
procedure BOTTOM-UP-PROPAGATION: 
begin 
1. for each clique C1 i = (Ri, S i) do 
2. for each configuration si of Si do 
3. ~b(s i) ~- 0 
4. for each configuration r i of R~ do 
5. I~(Si) ~ 49(S i) + h(r i, Si) 
6. for each configuration r i of R i do 
7. h(r i, si) ~-- h(ri, si)/4)(s i) 
8. h(ri+ , si+lsi) <- ~(si)" h(ri+, si+]s i) 
end 
We consider in this paper that these steps have been performed, and we 
begin the algorithm description with, as input, a junction tree in which the 
evidence has been taken into account and where the potential functions 
can be interpreted as conditional probability tables. Since our algorithm 
applies the same with or without incorporating evidence, we will use 
P(Ri IS i) instead of P(Ri[Si, Se) in the rest of the article, to simplify the 
notation and clarify the explanations. 
4. THE ALGORITHM 
4.1. General Principles 
The junction tree ~- is thus the tree of cliques. The cliques {Cli}i= 1 ..... p 
are sets of variables of G, organized so that any two nodes of G are 
connected in r via a unique path. For any nodes C1 i of ~', the collection of 
all the cliques containing Cli forms a (connected) subtree of r. In other 
words, if a variable X# of G exists in two different cliques C1/ and CIj of 
~', then X,.j exists in all the cliques of the path from CI~ to CIj. This 
property ensures the consistency of the results. Each clique CI~ has N~ 
children denoted Cl~i, j = 1 . . . . .  N v For any j, C1/i is the root of a subtree 
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denoted T~j. From any Cli, the junction tree can thus be cut in N~ + 2 
components (Figure 7): 
• Super(Cli), which is the tree made of the nodes upper C1 i, 
• the clique C1 i = (Ri, Si), 
• the N~ subtrees {T/)j= 1 ..... N,, rooted by the N/ children {CIi)j= 1 ..... u, 
of CIi. 
The instantiation of the clique C1 i "disconnects" the set of the N/subtrees 
T/j from Super(Cli). This property can be considered as a global Markov 
property, and generalizes the disconnecting property in causal trees [1]. In 
probabilistic terms, 
(Super(Cli) \ Cli, Tit \ Cli, . . .  , T/N ' \ Cli) are conditionally independent 
given Cli. 
We introduce the notation Desc_ g to denote the "R parts" of the 
subtree rooted by a clique C1 i = (Ri ,  Si) , the root being included. Notice 
that a node of the original network can belong to several S parts, but it 
always belongs to exactly one R part. Desc_g(C1 i) is then defined as the 
union of R i and the set of the R parts of the N/ subtrees T/? each one 
Cli, 
Ti, 
Super(CD 
Clh 
@ 
Ti2 
Cli,~ 
Ti~ 
Figure 7. Cutting the junction tree at the level of the clique C1 i. 
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rooted by CI~: 
Desc n(Cl i) =R iCJ Desc R(Cli, ) . 
J 
Since any subset of conditionally independent variables is a set of condi- 
tionally independent variables, it follows that 
(Desc_R(Clil),...,DeSC_R(Cli~)) are conditionally independent given 
eli .  
Then we have 
Ni 
el: V(DeSC-R(Cli) \ RilRi,Si) = 1-I P(Desc-R(Clij) Ri,Si). 
j=l  
In addition, R i and Super(Cli) are conditionally independent given S r This 
conditional independence property, the basis of the belief updating algo- 
rithm of [12], can be expressed as 
P2 : P(Ril Super(Cli)) = P(Ri] Si). 
Thus, VA c_ Super(Cli) , we have 
P~: P(RiI( & u A)) = P(RiI&). 
The principle of our algorithm is to visit each clique in a bottom-up way, 
i.e., from the leaves to the root. For each visited clique C1 i = (Ri, S i) and 
for each configuration of states of S i, we calculate the K maximum values 
of the conditional probabilities corresponding to the different combina- 
tions of states of the definitively seen random variables, and we store the 
corresponding K best configurations. The definitively seen variables are R i 
and the R parts of the subtree rooted by C1 i, i.e., Desc_u(Cli). Denoting 
by V the set of the p nodes {Cli}i= 1 ..... p of the junction tree, the following 
equations are satisfied for each node: 
P(X  v) = P(DeSC_R(Cli)lSuper(Cli)) . P(Super(Cli)) 
= P(DeSC_R(Cli)]Si). P(Super(Cli)) (P2) 
= P (Desc  R (C1 i) \ Ril Ri, Si). P(Ri] Si). P(Super(Cli)) 
Ni 
= r I  P(DeSC-R(Cli,) Ri,Si)'P(RiISi)" P(Super(Cli)) (Pl) 
j=l  
Ni 
= I-IP(DeSC_R(Clij ) Sij)'P¢RilSi)'P(Super(Cli)) ¢P;) 
j=l  
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where P~ is applied to each clique Clif Finally, we have 
N, 
P(Xv)  = 1-I P(DeSC-R(CIi/) Sij) " P(RilSi) " P(Super(Cli)) 
j=l  
(1) 
4.2. Computational Aspects 
4.2.1. SPECIAL CASE: K = 1. Equation (1) applies directly to calculate the 
K best configurations in the special case of K = 1. With P*(X  v) denoting 
the most probable configuration, we have 
Max 1--I P Desc_ R Cli P*(Xv)  = ( ( i )  Sij) P(gilsi) "P*(Super(Cli))" 
j=l  
(2) 
Since the maximum value of a product of positive independent functions is 
the product of the maxima of the functions, Equation (2) shows that the 
optimal configuration for the set of nodes Desc_R(Cl i) given a value for Si 
may be obtained once the optimal configurations for Desc_R(C11 ) are 
available, gwen any value of S i . Otherwise stated, Equation (2) shows that 
. . . J . • • 
the optimal configuration is necessarily made of optimal subconfigurat~ons. 
Our algorithm relies on this optimality principle, close to the optimality 
principle encountered in dynamic programming [25]. At each step i of the 
algorithm, when visiting the clique CIj = (R i, Si), the optimal configuration 
of Desc_R(Cl r) is available for any value of Si. Then, as we assign values 
1 . . J  . . . 
to S i and R i, all the sets S i are mstantlated (running intersection 
property) and we can compute ~he right hand side of Equation (2) with 
Desc_R(Cli~) set to its optimal configuration for each j. For each value of 
Si, the maximum value obtained as R i varies is stored. This procedure is 
processed for all the possible values of Sz, providing a set of as man), best 
configurations. The algorithm starts with the storage of the best configura- 
tions of the R parts of the leaves and ends at clique 1, for which the S part 
is empty. At each step Cli of the algorithm, we denote by config(ri, si) the 
instantiation of the variables Desc_R(Cl ) fixed by the assignments R i = r i 
and S i --si, and by config*(s i) the best configuration of the variables 
Desc_R(Cl i) for the value s i of Si, calculated as the configuration maximiz- 
ing the joint probabilities obtained for the different values r i of Ri; P* (s) 
is the corresponding maximum probability. 
ALGORITHM BEST-EXPLANATION: Algorithm computing the best configu- 
ration of a network explaining iven evidence, as well as the probability of 
that configuration. 
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Input: tree of cliques, an d clique probabilities. 
Other variables: temporary partial configurations config. 
Output: the best configuration config* of the network and its probabil- 
ity P*. 
procedure BEST-EXPLANATION: 
begin 
1. for each clique C1 i = (Ri,  S~) do 
2. for each configuration s~ of Si do 
3. for each configuration ri of R i do 
4. h(ri, s i) ~ P(ri ls i) 
5. config(ri, s i) ~ r i 
6. if Child(Cl~) ~ 
7. then 
begin 
8. for each clique Cl/j in Child(Cli) do 
9. sij ~ Sii lri ,  s i 
10. h(ri ,  si) (-- h(r i ,  s i) . P* (s i j )  
11. config(ri, s i) ~ config(ri, si) U config* (sij) 
end 
12. P*(S  i) ~ Maxr~ h(ri, s i) 
Comment: At this point, let r* be the value of Ri maximizing 
h(r i, si); we have Maxr, h(r i, s i) = h(r*, si). 
13. config*(si) ~ config(r/*, si) 
end 
4.2.2. GENERAL CASE: K > 1. Generalization of this algorithm to the case 
K > 1 is almost straightforward: instead of storing the best configuration 
config*(s i) for each value s i of Si, as well as the corresponding probability 
P*(si),  we store the K best configurations as well as the corresponding 
probabilities. The difficulty consists then in computing the K maximum 
probabilities, i.e. the K maximum values of all the possible products. The 
K highest values of a product of independent functions defined on discrete 
spaces involve only the K highest values of each function, so the storage of 
the K best configurations of Desc_R(Cli ) (instead of the best before) will 
. . . I . 
thus be sufficient m terms of spatial complexity. However, finding the 
"good" combinations of terms, i.e., the combinations of instances of 
Desc_R(Cli) that lead to the K maximum products, increases the time 
. 1 . . 
complexaty of the generalized algorithm. 
To sort these combinations efficiently, we use an algorithm based on the 
following principle: at each level CI/and for each instantiation s i of S i, the 
best product is found as previously explained for K = 1: it is the product of 
the maximum values of all terms and denoted P~(si); the corresponding 
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optimal configuration is denoted config~'(si). To locate the second best 
value of the product, we have to consider the products of the maximum 
values of all terms except one, which is replaced by its second largest 
value. The list of all possible second largest values, denoted CL, is 
obtained by successively replacing each term of the product. This list is 
then sorted, and only the first K -  1 terms are retained as pertinent 
candidates. The first element of this list is the second best value, denoted 
P~(si), for each possible instantiation si of Si; the corresponding subopti- 
mal configuration is denoted config~(si). The process is then reiterated. 
For each new expansion, P~(S i) is rewritten as  P~(s i) = Pko kl kN,(Si )'
where each index Kj for j = 0 to N/indicates that the correspon~Jing term 
in the product is the K/th best value of that term. The resulting algorithm 
can be viewed as a tree building algorithm providing the next best values 
P~(s i) as well as the corresponding configurations config~(si), as expan- 
sions are processed. Since each expansion provides exactly one best prod- 
uct, exactly K - 1 expansions are needed. 
ALGORITHM SORTING: Algorithm for deriving the K greatest values of a 
product of N i + 1 positive terms. 
Input: 
1 matrix storing the values P(ri[s i) for the different instantiations r~ of 
R i and s i of S,.; 
N/ matrices P~(sij) for the different instantiations ij of Sij, and k = 
1 . . . . .  K; 
N, matrices config~(sij) for the different instantiations ~j of Sij, and 
k=l  . . . .  ,K. 
Other variables: 
{Qk}k is the sorted list of P(rils i) for a given instantiation si of Si; 
CL is the sorted candidate list of maximum products. 
Output: 
1 matrix P~(s i) for the different instantiations  i of S~, and k = 1, . . . ,  K; 
1 matrix config~(si) for the different instantiations ~ of S~, and k = 
1 . . . . .  K. 
procedure SORTING: 
begin 
1. for each clique CIi = (Ri, S i) do 
2. for each configuration si of Si do 
3. sort the P(rils i) obtained with the N r values r i of R i in 
{ak}k=l,min(N.K) 
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4. compute P~(s i) = N, , = Sij[ri ' si QII-Ij=IP1 (si ) where Si) 
5. initialize candidate list CL = { } 
6. for k <-- 2 until K, do 
7. expand P~_ l(si) in the candidate list CL = {C1, C 2 . . . .  } 
8. sort CL and CL ,-- the sorted truncated list of the K - k 
+ 1 first terms 
9. P~(s i) ~ C 1 and config~(si) is the corresponding config- 
uration 
10. update CL: CL <-- CL \ {C~} 
end 
procedure EXPAND( P~ (si)) 
begin 
Comment: We denote P~(s i) by Pk0, k~ ..... kN(Si) 
1. for m <-- 0 until N/ do 
2. CL ~ CL t_) (Pk0, k~ ..... km_~,km+l,k,+~ ..... kN(Si )} .  
end 
4.3. Complexity Analysis 
Let introduce the following notation: p the number of cliques, S the 
maximum number of variable instantiations of S,, R the maximum number 
of variable instantiations of R i, C the maximum number of configurations 
of the clique variables, and N the maximum number of children of the 
cliques. For each clique Cli, and for each value s i of Si: 
(i) sorting the K best of the N r values P(rils i) leads to K.N r computa- 
tions; 
(ii) computing P~' leads to N/+ 1 computations; 
(iii) doing the expansion of P~(s i) K - 1 times leads to (K - 1)(N/+ 1) 
computations; 
(iv) since we only record the K - k + 1 first terms at each step k of the 
process, sorting the truncated candidate list leads to 
K-1  
(N, + 1)(K - j )  = ½K(K - 1)(N/+ 1) computations. 
j= l  
Then the total number of computations ecessary to process each clique is 
bounded above by S(KR + K2N), and for all the cliques by pS(KR + 
K2N). Usually R >> KN, since the junction tree is a tree of nodes which 
are sets of variables. Then the complexity of the algorithm is bounded 
above by pSRK = pCK. For higher values of K, it may happen that 
KN >> R. The time complexity of the algorithm is then bounded above by 
pSKZN. 
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5. AN EXAMPLE 
We have chosen to use, as an illstration of our algorithm, the example 
ASIA introduced by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter in [7], to which we refer for 
further details. There are eight binary variables: a for a recent visit to 
Asia, o- for a smoker, ~" for tuberculosis, A for lung cancer, e for either 
tuberculosis or lung cancer, /3 for bronchitis, 8 for dyspnoea, and ~ for 
positive X-ray. The states of a are denoted by a for "yes", ~ for "no", with 
the same convention for the other variables. The initial qualitative causal 
structure is illustrated by the directed graph presented in Figure 8. 
After moralization (Figure 3) and triangulation (Figure 4), Figure 5 
shows a perfect numbering of the nodes according to the MCS algorithm. 
Finally, the resulting junction tree, where the cliques are ordered accord- 
ing to the highest label of their nodes, is presented in Figure 9. 
The clique potentials, derived from the original conditional probability 
tables, are given in Table 1. 
Suppose we observe a patient who has recently visited Asia, has dysp- 
noea, and has a positive X-ray. The problem of finding the most probable 
configuration of all the variables, in the light of this evidence, has already 
been resolved by Dawid in [2]. The solution is abdelstx with a probability 
of 0.25. Our objective is to find the K most probable configurations of the 
unobserved variables with, for instance, K = 3. After entering and propa- 
gating the evidence, we obtain the set chain representation given in Table 
2; only the bottom-up ropagation leading to the calculation of P(RilS i, S e) 
has been processed. 
We start the algorithm with C16 = { ~, 6}. As C16 is a leaf of the junction 
tree, Child(Cl 6) = •; the conditional probabilities are simply ordered to 
point out the three best values of R 6 for each value of $6, and the 
corresponding probabilities are recorded (Table 3). AS we are in the case 
of binary variables, there are only two possible values of R 6 for each value 
of S6, leading to only two probabilities P~(e) and P~(e). 
Figure 8. Causal network for ASIA. 
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Figure 9. Junction tree with cliques ordered according to the highest label of their 
nodes. 
In the same way, for CI 5 = (6,/3, 6}, the three most probable values of 
R 5 = 6 for each value of S 5 = {/3, 6} are recorded as well as the corre- 
sponding conditional probabilities. Since each of the variables /3 and 6 is 
binary, the set of the crossed product values ((b, e)(b, e)(b, ~)(b, ~)) has to 
be considered (Table 4). 
Cl 4 = {o', 2t,/3} is also a leaf of the junction tree. Thus, the three most 
probable values of R 4 = o" for each value of $4 = {A,/3} are recorded as 
well as the corresponding probabi!ities (_Table 5). As before, the set of the 
crossed product values ((I, b)(I, b)(I, b)(I, b)) has to be considered to get all 
the possible combinations of states for the variables { A,/3 }. 
We now consider the clique CI 3 = {/3, A, 6}. For each possible value of 
S 3 = {A, 6}, the algorithm calculates the three maximum values of the 
product P(/3 IA, 6).  P(arlA,/3)" P(81/3, e). Assigning values to the vari- 
ables {/3, A, e} instantiates the variables {6, or} (Table 6). 
The search is initialized with the computation of the product of best 
terms: 
P~'(/3]Z, e ) .  P~' (o'1 A,/3). P~'(81/3, ~). 
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Table 1. Initial Clique Potentials for ASia 
C16 = {so, o °} 
e 
x 0.98 0.05 
2 0.02 0.95 
C15 = {6,/3, e'} 
(b,e) (b,~) (b,e) ~,~) 
d 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.1 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.9 
El 4 = (O', A, fl} 
(I, b) (I,5) (i, b) (i,b) 
s [ 0.03 0.02 0.27 0.18 
I 0.0015 0.0035 0.1485 0.3465 
CI 3 = {f l ,  A,,~} 
(I,e) (I,~) (i,e) (i,~) 
b[  1 1 1 1 
I b 0 0 0 0 
CI 2= {h, 6, r} 
t i 
(I,e) 1 1 
0,~) o o 
O, e) 1 0 
(i, ~) o 1 
CI 1 = {a ,  ~'} 
t 
n 0.0005 0.0095 
0.0099 0.9801 
When { A, e} = {l, e}, we have 
P(b[I, e) = 0.6013 = a l ,  
P(bl l ,  e) = 0.3987 = Q2. 
So 
e~' (I, o) = QI"  e~' (s[I, b ) .  e~' (dlb,e) = 0.6013 × 0.9524 × 1 = 0.5726. 
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Table 2. Clique Potentials after Evidence Absorption 
(Input of the Algorithm) 
225 
b 
-fi 
CI 6 = {~, e} 
e 
x 1 1 
0 0 
C15 = {6, ~,e} 
(b,e) (b,~) (b,e) ~,~) 
I 
d I 1 1 1 1 
I d 0 0 0 0 
CI 4 = (o', A, fl} 
(I, b) (I,-b) d, b) d,b) 
0.9524 0.8511 0.6452 0.3419 
0.0476 0.1489 0.3548 0.6581 
C13 = {~,h,~} 
(I,o) (I,~) (i,e) (],~) 
0.6013 0.9037 0.4721 0.8477 
0.3987 0.0963 0.5279 0.1523 
C12 = {A,e,r} 
t i 
(I,e) 0.0558 0.7278 
(I,~) 0 0 
d,e)  0.9442 0 
(i,~) 0 0.2722 
CI 1 = {a, r} 
t 
a 0.4000 0.6000 
0 0 
The first best probability P~'(I,e) is recorded with the corresponding 
configuration {b, d, s} of {/3, 6, tr}, and CL is initialized to { }. 
Expansion of P~ (I, e): P~' (I, e) = Pil l  is expanded, and the products of 
two first maximum values and one second maximum value are listed in 
CL = {P211, P121, Pl12} with 
P2,1 = P~(b[ I ,o ) "P~' (s l l ,b ) 'P~(d~,e)  = 0.3987 x 0.8511 x 1 = 0.3393, 
P121 = P~' (bll, e ) .  P~' (gll, b ) .  P~ (dlb, e) = 0.6013 x 0.0476 x 1 = 0.0286, 
Pn= = P~' (bll, e ) .  P~' (sll, b ) .  P~' (dlb, e) = 0.6013 x 0.9524 x 0 = O. 
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Processing El 6 = { ~, e} Orders the Two Best Values 
of ¢ for Each Value of e 
e 
P~' = 1 P~' = 1 
{~} = {x} {~} = {x} 
P~" = o e~' = o 
{~) = {~} {zS} = {~} 
P~ P~ 
CL is sorted and truncated to retain only the first K - k + 1 = 3 - 2 + 1 
= 2 terms, i.e. {P2n,/121} in this case. Then the second best probability, 
denoted P~'(I,e), is C1 = P2~. As previously, it is recorded with the 
corresponding configuration {b, d, s} of {/3, 8, o-}. Updating CL leads to 
Ct  = {el21}. 
Expansion of P~' (I, e): P~' (I, e) = e211 is expanded in ['212 and P221 
with 
/)2,2 = P~' (b l l ,e ) .P~' (s l l ,b ) -P~(d l - -6 ,e )  = 0.3987 × 0.8511 × 0 = 0, 
P221 = e~ (bll, e) .  P~' (~11,-6). P~'(d~, e) = 0.3987 × 0.1489 × 1 = 0.0593. 
CL = CL LJ {P212, P221} = {P121, P212, P221 } is sorted in {P221, P121, P212} 
and truncated to retain only the K -  k + 1 = 3 - 3 + 1 = 1st term, i.e., 
CL = {P221}. Then C 1 = P221 is the third best value, denoted P~(I, e) and 
recorded with the corresponding configuration {b, d, ~} of {/3, 8, ~}. Updat- 
ing CL leads to CL \ C 1 = { }. The global results of the study of C13 are 
summarized in Table 7. 
Table 4. Processing CI~ = {8,/3, e} Orders the Two Best Values 
of 8 for Each Value of {/3, 6} 
(b, e) (b, ~) (6, e) ('b, ~) 
P~'=I  P~'= 1 P~'= 1 P~'=I  
{~} = {d} {8}  = {d} {8}  = {d} {<3} = {d} 
e* =0 P~ =0 P~ =0 P7 =0 
{~} = {d-3 {~} = {d-) {8}  = {a-) {~} = {81 
e~ P~' Pt P~' 
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Table 5. Processing C14 ~--- { O', ,~, /3 } Orders the Two Best Values 
of tr for Each Value of {)t,/3} 
(I, b) (I,-b) O, b) ( i ,5)  
P~' = 0.9524 P* = 0.8511 P~' = 0.6452 P~ = 0.6581 
{~} = {s} {~r} = {s} {~r} = {s} {~} = {~} 
P~' = 0.0476 P~' = 0.1489 P~' = 0.3548 P~' = 0.3419 
{~} = {~} {~} = {~} {~} = {~} {~} = {s} 
Table 6. For Each Possible Value of { A, 6}, the Computat ion Is Initialized 
by the Determinat ion of the Instantiation of /3  Leading to the Maximum 
Value of P(/31A, 8) 
(t, e) (I, ~) (i, e) d, ~) 
P(bll, e) = 0.6013 P(btl, ~) = 0.9037 P(bli, e) = 0.4721 P(bl/, ~) = 0.8477 
b C| 4 El 5 CI 4 Cl 5 CI 4 C| 5 C] 4 CI 5 
P~' = 0.9524 P~' = 1 P~' = 0.9524 P~' = 1 P~' = 0.6452 P* = 1 P~' = 0.6452 P* = 1 
P~' =0.0476 P~ = 0 P~' = 0.0476 P~' = 0 P~' =0.3548 P~'= 0 P~' =0.3548 P~'= 0 
P(fili, e) = 0.3987 P(fil l ,~) = 0.0963 P(fili, e~ = 0.5279 P(-61|,~) = 0.1523 
CI 4 e l5 C14 C15 CI 4 CI 5 El 4 CI 5 
P?=0.8511 p*=l  P~=0.8511 Pt=l Pt=0.6581 P*=l  P~'=0.6581 e?=l  
P~' = 0.1489 P~" = 0 P~ = 0.1489 P~' =0 P~" = 0.3419 P~ = 0 P~ =0.3419 P~ = 0 
Table 7. Results of the Processing of C13 = {/3, A, ~} 
(I, e) (I, ~) O, e) (i, ~) 
P*  = 0.5726 P~ = 0.8606 P~' = 0.3474 P~' = 0.5469 
{/3, 8, or} = {b,d,  s} {/3, 8, ~r} = {b,d, s} {/3, 8, (7} = {b,d,~} {/3, 8, ~r} = {b ,d ,s}  
P~' = 0.3393 P~' = 0.0819 e~ = 0.3045 e~' = 0.3007 
{/3, 8, or} = {b,d ,s}  {/3, 8, (r} = {b ,d ,s}  {/3, 8, ~r} = {b ,d ,s}  {/3, 8, (r} = {b,d,~} 
P~' = 0.0593 P~' = 0.0430 e~ = 0.1804 P~ = 0.1002 
{/3, (5, (r} = {b,d,g,} {/3, 8, ~r} = {b, d,.~} {/3, 8, or} = {b,d,  s} {/3, 8, (7} = {b,d,~} 
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Table 8. Results of the Processing of CI2 = {)t, e, ~-} 
t i 
P• = 0.3280 
{/3, a, e, ,~, o-, ~} = {b,d ,e , i ,~ ,x}  
P~' = 0.2875 
{/3, 6, s, A, o', ~:} = {b,d,  e, i ,  s, x} 
P~ = 0.1703 
{/3, 6, e, A, o', ~:} = {b, d, e,i, s, x} 
P~' = 0.4167 
{/3, 6, e, A, ~r, ~:} = {b, d, e, l, s, x} 
P~ = 0.2469 
{/3, (~, e, )t, or, so} = {b, d, e, l, s, x} 
P~' = 0.1488 
{6, 6, e, A, o', ~:} = {b, d, ~, i, s, x} 
For C12, we proceed as for C13, since 0 2 has two children CI 3 and CI 6. 
The results are presented in Table 8. 
At last, for C11, the root of the junction tree, the same procedure is 
applied to identify the three most probable configurations of the network 
(Table 9). 
Finally, for this patient which has recently visited Asia, has dyspnoea, 
and has a positive X-ray: 
1. The most probable explanation, with P = .250, is abdelstx. 
2. The second most probable explanation, with P = 0.148, is abdelstx. 
3. The third most probable explanation, with P = 0.089, is abdeigtx. 
6. DISCUSSION 
The problem of finding the K best configurations of a Bayesian net- 
work, given certain evidence, used to have a known solution for any K only 
in the case of singly connected networks. Suggestions of an algorithm 
Table 9. Final Results Obtained When Processing C11 = {or, -r} 
P~ = 0.2500 
Config T = {a, b, d, e, I, s, i, x} 
Py = 0.1481 
Config~ = {a,b, d, e, I, s, t, x} 
P~' = 0.1312 
Config; = {a,b, d, o, |, g, t, x} 
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dealing with multiply connected networks were initially expressed by Pearl 
[1] and mainly based on conditioning and clustering. 
The conditioning method consists in removing a chosen set of nodes, 
called the cycle cutset, to transform the initial network into a tree. 
Pearl-like inference algorithms can then be performed on the transformed 
tree, and the results obtained with all the possible configurations of the 
cycle cutset are summed. The complexity of this method is thus exponen- 
tial with respect to the cycle cutset size. An experimental comparison 
between the conditioning method and junction tree building, in the frame- 
work of belief updating, has shown [26] an advantage for the junction tree 
method. Since belief revision algorithms, as noticed by Pearl himself [1], 
have the same order of complexity as belief updating ones, one can expect 
the same difference in practical problems. 
Another possible way is to use the technique of clustering. The idea is to 
lump variables together to form compound variables in such a way that the 
resultant clustering produces a singly connected network. This is conceptu- 
ally related to the approach based on the building of a junction tree, since 
a junction tree is a particular singly connected network whose cliques are 
nodes made of compound variables. Neapolitan [10] has compared the 
complexities of the methods of clustering and junction tree building for 
Bayesian updating, and he has found that they are dependent on the graph 
structure: the clustering method is better for deep graphs, and the junction 
tree method for broad ones. As most of knowledge domains are much 
broader than they are deep, we believe that the junction tree method is 
more often indicated in practice. 
More recently, Sy in [11] has proposed a two-step technique combining 
clustering and cutset conditioning. The first step is the formulation of a 
singly connected version of the original multiply connected network. The 
second step is the construction of the density function. However, this 
approach does not guarantee an efficient computation, since it has expo- 
nential complexity in the maximum number of node states of the com- 
pound variables. 
Now, various algorithms directly evaluating multiply connected networks 
to find an arbitrary number of best configurations have been proposed. 
The algorithm we have presented in this article belongs to this category, as 
well as Chang and Sy's extension of the RLCM [5], and Li and 
D'Ambrosio's approach [4]. Our work is closer in spirit to the latter, but 
looks like the former in that they both rely on the preprocessing of the 
original network into a junction tree. In terms of time complexity, however, 
the comparison is not easy. 
When parallel processing is permitted, the time complexity of Chang 
and Sy's approach is o(l'k'n'), where l' is the length of a partial order, i.e. 
K in our notation, k' is the length of the longest path in a junction tree, 
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and n' is the largest value of the product of the size of the probability table 
in a clique with the number of incoming messages towards that clique, i.e. 
n' = CN in our notation. If we suppose that k'N is of the same order of 
magnitude as p, we have to compare o(pCK) for Chang and Sy with 
o(pCK + pK2SN) in our case. Therefore, though the RLCM needs to be 
reiterated in as many passes as the number K of the wanted best 
configurations (in contrast with our approach, which finds the K best 
configurations directly), the RLCM is equivalent o our approach when 
R >> NK. This is a point in favor of our algorithm, since parallel process- 
ing never provides better esults than a single threading approach. 
The algorithm proposed by Li and D'Ambrosio in [4] is more closely 
related to our work. It computes a joint probability distribution of some of 
the distributions, finds the largest instantiations of some variables in the 
distribution, and eliminates those variables from the distribution; this 
resembles our way of processing the definitively seen variables. Then these 
authors combine, according to an optimal factoring, the partially instanti- 
ated distribution with some other distributions until all distributions are 
combined. The K best configurations are obtained by first finding the best 
and then calling a linear algorithm to obtain the K - 1 next best configu- 
rations. The problem is that the optimal factoring has a polynomial cost 
for multiply connected networks. 
As a conclusion, we can say that the algorithm proposed in this article 
integrates and extends the original technique of probability propagation i
clique trees developed in [7, 15]. It relies on the compilation of the initial 
network into a junction tree, which poses two problems: the choice of the 
junction tree and the running time. As we pointed out in the example, it 
may happen that the junction tree is not unique. Any junction tree, 
however, will serve our purpose: all of 
node is contained in any two cliques CI i 
the cliques in the unique path between 
that the propagation from any node can 
them have the property that if a 
and CIj, then it is contained in all 
CIi and CIj. The general idea is 
then be passed to the rest of the 
network by a unique path to ensure the consistency of the results. 
However, we would like the triangulated graph obtained by adding edges 
to short-cut cycles to have small cliques, in the sense of their state space 
(what we have called C). The maximal clique state size is crucial for the 
computing time, and it might happen that the resulting triangulated graph 
has such large cliques that the method is not feasible. Any formalization of 
this task leads to an optimization problem which is NP-hard [27], but 
various heuristic algorithms have been proposed [28]. However, sparse 
causal networks are generally appropriate [29], and this has been the case, 
for instance, in the MuNIr~ application [7]. 
Besides, although the compilation of the network into a junction tree 
can be computationally demanding, as described in this article, it only 
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needs to be performed once: after we have identified the appropriate 
cliques, as well as the ways in which they are connected to each other, 
probabilistic alculations can then make use of this compiled structure. 
For each new problem to solve, i.e. the search of the K best configurations 
given new evidence, only conditioning and running the algorithm have to 
be performed. This determines the complexity of the process, which is K 
times the complexity of the computations in the update algorithm [10] to 
which our algorithm is related. The complexity analysis has shown that the 
time complexity is mainly dependent on the maximum number of configu- 
rations in the junction tree. The complexity is thus increased by the sorting 
of the K most probable configurations, but this sorting is polynomial in K 
and linear in C, and the total number of computations needed remains of 
the same order of magnitude as in the algorithm proposed by Jensen et al. 
in [12]. 
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